Memory for Repeated Images in Rapid-Serial-Visual-Presentation Streams of Thousands of Images.
Human observers readily detect targets in stimuli presented briefly and in rapid succession. Here, we show that even without predefined targets, humans can spot repetitions in streams of thousands of images. We presented sequences of natural images reoccurring a number of times interleaved with either one or two distractors, and we asked participants to detect the repetitions and to identify the repeated images after a delay that could last for minutes. Performance improved with the number of repeated-image presentations up to a ceiling around seven repetitions and was above chance even after only two to three presentations. The task was easiest for slow streams; performance dropped with increasing image-presentation rate but stabilized above 15 Hz and remained well above chance even at 120 Hz. To summarize, we reveal that the human brain has an impressive capacity to detect repetitions in rapid-serial-visual-presentation streams and to remember repeated images over a time course of minutes.